NOTES:
1. The use of signs in rear-reflective materials with the back-face reflection chart, except for crossing signs, may be permitted on signs installed behind guardrail or barrier or outside the clear zone. The panel space above may, in general, be performed in accordance with the panel space diagram. 7. If installed, an external post diagram should be avoided. If the panel space diagram is used. 7. If installed, an external post diagram should be avoided.
2. The use of signs in rear-reflective materials with the back-face reflection chart, except for crossing signs, may be permitted on signs installed behind guardrail or barrier or outside the clear zone. The panel space above may, in general, be performed in accordance with the panel space diagram. 7. If installed, an external post diagram should be avoided. If the panel space diagram is used.
3. For signs in rear-reflective materials with the back-face reflection chart, except for crossing signs, may be permitted on signs installed behind guardrail or barrier or outside the clear zone. The panel space above may, in general, be performed in accordance with the panel space diagram. 7. If installed, an external post diagram should be avoided. If the panel space diagram is used.
4. For signs in rear-reflective materials with the back-face reflection chart, except for crossing signs, may be permitted on signs installed behind guardrail or barrier or outside the clear zone. The panel space above may, in general, be performed in accordance with the panel space diagram. 7. If installed, an external post diagram should be avoided. If the panel space diagram is used.
5. For signs in rear-reflective materials with the back-face reflection chart, except for crossing signs, may be permitted on signs installed behind guardrail or barrier or outside the clear zone. The panel space above may, in general, be performed in accordance with the panel space diagram. 7. If installed, an external post diagram should be avoided. If the panel space diagram is used.
6. For signs in rear-reflective materials with the back-face reflection chart, except for crossing signs, may be permitted on signs installed behind guardrail or barrier or outside the clear zone. The panel space above may, in general, be performed in accordance with the panel space diagram. 7. If installed, an external post diagram should be avoided. If the panel space diagram is used.